WORKSHOP PROGRAM
Alice Campbell Ballroom

8:30 – 10:00 a.m. Opening Session
Bill Buttlar – Associate Dean, Graduate College, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Deba Dutta – Dean, Graduate College, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Susan Singer – Director, Division of Undergraduate Research, National Science Foundation
Phyllis Wise – Chancellor, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Keynote Speaker
Mark Kamlet – Provost and Executive Vice President and Interim CFO, Carnegie Mellon University

10:00 – 10:30 a.m. Networking Break

10:15 a.m.– noon Panel – MOOCs and Graduate Education: ‘Disruptive’ Effects and New Opportunities

Opening remarks and panel moderation:
Rob Rutenbar – Head, Computer Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Gautum Kaul – Special Counsel to the President for Digital Educational Initiatives and Professor of Finance, University of Michigan
Harrison Keller – Vice Provost of Higher Education Policy and Research and Executive Director of the Center for Teaching and Learning, University of Texas at Austin
Carol Van Hartesveldt – Program Director, Division of Graduate Education, National Science Foundation
12:00 – 1:00 p.m. Lunch with Presentation – *Developing and Delivering your first MOOC*
Jonathan Tomkin – Associate Director, School of Earth, Society, and Environment
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

1:00 – 2:30 p.m. Session – *Pedagogy and Online Graduate Education: Recent Findings and Innovations*

**Opening remarks and session moderation:**
Deanna Raineri – Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

**Speakers:**
Bill Jerome – Associate Director, User Experience, Open Learning Initiative, Carnegie Mellon University
Punya Mishra – Professor of Educational Psychology & Educational Technology, College of Education, Michigan State University

2:30 – 3:00 p.m. Networking Break

3:00 – 4:30 p.m. Session – *New Pathways for Graduate Education and Lifelong Learning: Rethinking Degrees and Certificates and Envisioning New Credentials*

**Opening remarks and session moderation:**
Kyle Bowen – Director, Informatics, Purdue University

**Speakers:**
Cathy Sandeen – Vice President for Education Attainment and Innovation, American Council on Education
Emily Goligoski – Design and Community Lead, Mozilla Foundation

4:30 – 4:45 p.m. Workshop Wrap-Up
Bill Buttlar

**Closing Remarks:**
Ilesanmi Adesida – Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Provost, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign